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E + Dean - walking on papers +
execution on 8/5 or 8/12 +
Alexander wants to explain to P.

- K, De M - not involved.
- Whatever they want to in Cal

Timmons - convention - Dean - next week
Tues
Pol Ted Paper for E, H, etc?

Collins - Check all materials - Out box etc each evening then send last quil home

RNC (Ann-Magg-Head Bold)
No - Major Wegner
On 7/14

Mag.
"Operation Snowball."

Tues. - Thank you for JN - G attended
Direct Mail decision - FM input

Terrible memo on advanced
sandbag of GS

Convention Booth - Pic's booth

Timmore -
Delegate to MC G - Not Top Level
Affects Tim's planning - Up Wed.
Advise early Tues.
- MC G. definitely got it.
- Project enrol votes & everything pick up.
- HI even said
Report R Walker's office

NY O Nighty to L on Concern
Word and star did
Dates of '68 Conventions
- Aug 5 - Aug 8 - Thu - R Rep. Nomin & Accept Sep 8
- Aug 27 - Aug 29 - Fri - Dem
- R namin 29
- 27 - 30 in - Cong

* Tom Keleman

Caskey -
* Sinatra - Hold back until after things
first VP made approach & Sinatra
would accept. If Sinatra interested, esp
after VP illness has cleared.

* VP Denno w/D S on 7/17 & it was 7/18
* WHCA Abel - speech transcript for Safire

Fielding - McGinley - support card - camp
6/27 file to conclude reporting 6/30/10

TJM -
Wallace - on AG & Statement
today; not Dernan-like; back
to Ala to recover & assist some
- Eastland - cont'd & did not mail today
- only JM called Eastland.

* Call it as soon as VP ballotting complete
On 7/10
Wes - 9-12 Mayflower w/FM.
Strategy Mtg 7/11
Competitive Report still being done

Dem Telethon -

Bailey - disaster, poorly
organized & executed; only
constant repetition was
"party of the people"
- case hardened Dem prob.
that OK
- marginal - frustration +
alienation - couldn't
seen our event
- Not a fat cat party - only +
Costs - 1.2 -> 1.9; could cost 2.5

Chapin - very poor, a bust

Moose -

Sophia - didn't see it

European - not very good
insulting, tacky, etc.
unpressed stuff on P, the broad physical was counter-productive; Dem PJ B talked to agree;

...a disaster, poorly staged, snafued, debt will pay for it, well aware that a disaster.
Stano party - 11:30 - 6 un
Pat
Heroes
Names of well-known centers
Lang Waya
8 - Denver at C D
Sept 26 event for P.
Line of Springing -
Kalm
Calle Rean
Out Rox - Camp Kick off
G & Ruel in 25 with Keogh
Joan - Leslie’s memos.
McG Roget - Chapin
Allen & Murphy in McG broq - cpl
Riddle - in quest of Booth
H + Damla,
Growing -

PT Barnealis / 72 - 4
-965-02-31
- Ynte Kurlinscl - Manager

Fmty of guests on 6/23
all calling Merge.

Gargen?

Bailey -

216-525-7546 - Pop - Hap B'Day

Peratis - O Pic - Brown
Bradford Mills 732-8584
On 6/10

H. Sloan
- 10 mil receipts, 1/2/veil 34,000
- No other Dems disclosed
- Pay ORC in full on Wave II:

H. Fleen
- Drop voter stores + just Regis voter I.D. + get out vote.
- Doesn't think we have any field precinct organizers.

Fore - analysis of McG organizer in Cal dec'd Mond.

Jerry Jones Report on all
S&A - Strategy+ proposed long range schedule

Update primary charts

Pete Cooks - Galaxine/8th by 8th charts

JSM - Sure Plan-

Olde Egg Cart

On 5/17
On 4/17

John Dean to Al Pa

H pol med & comments on neg's
 build by Go & on JSM + H > JM
 ph/pres; @ Fielding @ Cobell

Moseman - to H 7? closet

Suns - good legis for Porter
 but good pol writer - Kendalson.

Mold - RNC Deputy
Colomn
Gallop

John Davies -

Fred Wallner - supposed to be in contact w/ Bele Rebozo & into the runners or stars at Clay of Ky.

Bulp -

K - Rainin not on box + will come back + doxx 350 - Caulfield?
Taft Scheider
Hali K agreed to host a dinner for people in Dallas
- Stanley, Noreen, + others
- Host party + going over

20-25 couples
Week of Apr 17
Hereston hotel - corner right
Moonlight ball in Texas
Max Fisher or Gus Henry to press
On 3/18

Barry Gorky - Motown Day

Mrs. J M trying to reach
- Pool out shopping
- J M know that doing
- G making call

That did great job in Milwaukee at Rep event
Thus nite

Mrs. Mrs. J M → Fla on train

G → H ie J M going on working trip in Fla
taking staff for a working vacation
Mrs. N talked to E last night re
vacation price
Maguire etc. doesn't need it

I P. wishes to keep J M
in tact, must take vacation
I'm want go to M. P.
Better + more complete data
fly/cok poll
DM 1 vendors report to find
for 1 day + return to G
Dem Ted We
G is J&M re no flu - use H or J&M or G - CAM
no line set.

Line - nothing on ASB - not after partisan Dem but again Dems showed lack of unity
J&M - J&M doesn't want any attacks on his profile on partisan Dem but rather all lack leadership

How little spent pre-cW w/ disclosure
by Muskie - not NH.

L - CW & memos

Fla - line great FP
week until after #2 - no one
G & CW re Mon 12 - still
Final figures - for N. H -> H, until 1/1/76.

Rep voter turnout higher than Dems
- if true, 80,000 Dems vs. 700,000 Reps.

G avoid contact with calls for Gleason.
- Dislate Gleason.

H + L + G
G on top of W/ Dean + Timmons

A not to see 3 memos, but send to L.

L + Dean - Deny contact -> Miami
- RZ, promised:

- Personally
- Only
- People blocking space but not for P.
- At rate

Timmons: Maguire

L. Colson - Gleason off from planning.
- Zoglic tells to J.N. so not deep out of WH.
- W/ Flame, 6:30 PM, L to CWC

- All memos to P, not refer to Flame.
G - Russian
Miller
Horvath

Facts -
Rep turnout larger
- use absolute figures, not %
- every 20 turned out more than Demo
Pole - great int + active support of P.

G - Dean + Fulging, who's a name in any name
- status of 100,000 click
- not merits, how facts.

Malek - RAC Rep + Pole are

No thank you. Notes for carbon.
reps - ada, mel, n

dems - nichols, harry, sam, paul, lenda, may, l.

cite mills, mus, walter, york.

who on f/e ballot - ada + ren

+ mcl, mcc

(jsm/)

(0e needs)

the I wants by 5p tomorrow

report on celeb

mcl sit in cal

- were filed

- redistricting

- other reps

- banks, etc.

85% - official counted; on mon 7/18 - very slow thing

9% - rep unoff

47% - dem unoff

f/e poll
Fortas - H meet Thu or Fri (not 12a)
3p - G for Fortas w/ Fortas office

Wire VTR - H - public tonight w/ lafayet for Fla.
No Kbob
G = McPike re no on severson Ave
G = Pat re AG 8:15
Ames - 3/14 w/I H cc Flan memo

G H re hal > vacation rest
Chapen - Doni response
H re Roger Stew - all last
JFK Capt. mtg

G = Harris & Ed = trust

A G reissue re all to Fla.
Cal Registration - Cancel
See j's - new sched so 3 on Sat
Carol, Ken, Pat, Kathy - Hard + Fast
AG + Plans 1701 on 2/16
AG wants to see H + Team
AG needs to pull together, G needs to do it; otherwise AG keeps pushing AG stuff at H.
TC Pap.
Pot People — Sam Peoples

Prep at Mal Jack foods
1. Use S O J for us
2. Don't send cereals
3. Don't send cheese

TSM

EUC 50 fr - not on Comm; no
Peter Echu

- Mike/Doogie, Red Plus
Cashen - all ok; very complian on
Viete since; worth a risk
Kroger/Donfield - yes, 50 fr.
W/US, cut back

Bent - 50 fr - good friend of
Bob Brown
50 fr - we know
P. deere much for Black people

Alex opposed on block
50 fr.

Bent - Port Graham

Bob Brown (254 - 3212 - Boney) 254-3222

Brown - very friendly,
not prode - not stampa,
not at Vegas - very,
complimentary